mBIT Master Coach Certification
MULTIPLE BRAIN EXPERT TRAINING

Discover your keys to take your mBIT Coaching to new levels…
with Wilbert Molenaar

In this 5-day training you will learn how to go into mastery as an mBIT Master Coach and
receive a certificate as an mBIT Master Coach from mBIT International Pty Ltd .
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You will learn the components of Mastery and how they apply to mastery in bringing
the human spirit alive.
You will learn more refined skills and distinctions on working with deeper integration of
head, heart and gut.
You will learn how to work with the ANS as a ‘brain’ or adaptive intelligence - its 		
prime functions, core competencies and highest expressions and in particular working on
Will Power.
You will learn how to work with ‘sex brain’, and in particular with respect to coaching 		
relationship issues and the aspect of passions and hungers in a persons life - its 		
prime functions, core competencies and highest expressions.
You will learn more about neural plasticity and how to amplify it for changing the 		
ways of being and doing.
You will learn how to work with the Toolkit Categories as a competency hieararchy 		
(and thereby addressing each of the key areas including coaching for health etc.).
You will be guided in learning deeper the science behind mBIT and receive resources to
help you become comfortable with this material.
You will learn how to work deeper with ecology issues.
You will learn deeper levels of systemic coaching.
You will learn deeper values work.
You will learn how to deepen and strenghten all the phases in the roadmap.
You will learn more language skills.
You will get the very latest updates.

“mBraining extends notions of both brain and mind. Steven Pinker famously says that ‘the mind is what the brain
does’. Oka and Soosalu suggest that a greater mind is a function of a greater brain, that comprising head, heart,
and hara..” Stephen Elliott, Author and Life Scientist, COHERENCE, USA
To find out more please call +31 76 8876607
or visit www.mbraining.nl/aanbod-trainingen

mBIT Master Coach Certification
MULTIPLE BRAIN EXPERT TRAINING

As some of the very first people trained as Certified mBIT Master Coaches in Europe, you
will receive the following benefits...
●
You will be gaining a new leading edge competetive benchmark in your market.
●
You will be building a close relationship with master trainer Wilbert and mBIT Inter
national.
●
You will deepen your own mBIT skills and integrate these more fully into your life.
●
Opening up the possibility of gaining work across various Industries that mBIT 		
applies to such as Leadership, Spiritual Development, Coaching, Health, Sports Development, Neuroscience etc.

Who this training is for;
●
●

mBIT Coaches
mBIT Trainers

“I am so thrilled and privileged to have been on the very first Master Coach Training – so much information and
I am absolutely determined to continue on my journey to help people to discover their passion” “I had to make a
decision and to choose my purpose” Maxine Henk
“You do more about self discovery on this course than you do about learning to use the tools” Mark Deacon

Why do this training now
●
●
●
●
●

Become one of the leading master coaches in this newly emerging and exciting field.
Stand out and differentiate yourself in your marketplace.
Learn directly from a master trainer.
Learn to tap into the power of your participant’s innate intuition and the wisdom of their
Autonomic and Sexual Intelligences.
Gain access to a professional network and collaborative community of ‘multiple brain trainers’ that are working together to bring evolutionary change to the world.

Neuroscience Meets Ancient Wisdom
What’s most fascinating about this is that current scientific knowledge is finally catching up with
deep insights from esoteric and spiritual traditions informing us for thousands of years
about the three powerful intelligences of the head, heart and gut. Now isn’t that amazing!
We’ve known at a deep and intuitive level, across the ages and within our own lives,
that our intelligence, wisdom and core life competencies are not just embodied in the head...
To find out more please call +31 76 8876607
or visit www.mbraining.nl/aanbod-trainingen

Testimonials from mBIT Master Coach
This truly felt like an exponential shift in what mbraining is and can do in the hands of coaches. It is even
deeper, even more elegant, even more powerful. The MC training has been a joyful, hope filled, breathtaking
and electrifying ride through somatic space. Thank you Grant for your amazing vision, generosity and creativity. Thank You Suzanne for holding the space and supporting us all and thank you to everyone who made
the group so very rich. Henrie Lidiard
Indeed, still rather lost for words - suddenly superlatives don’t seem enough. mBIT Coach was so phenomenally powerful, mBIT Coach Trainer was amazingingly awesome and now, we have been gifted this ongoing
path and responsibility to Mastery. So deeply grateful to Grant for conceiving of it and utterly humbled by
your gentle holding Suzanne. Reb Veale
WOW! WOW! WOW! -can’t find OTHER words YET to describe this experience! Sheena Black
Thank you Suzanne and of course the awesome Grant this training has literally been electric. The coach cert
was incredible, for master coach I can’t find words to describe.....all coaches out there when you get the opportunity to do this it will rock your world. Tracey Gray
Such a powerfully resonant and important further and ongoing journey(ing). I am profoundly grateful to
Grant for resiliently pursuing and creating this profound programme and to Suzanne for such skillful and
passionate space-holding. And to you, my fellow journeyers...you will continue to be an intrinsic part of my
learning and acting. For any mBIT coaches out there...this takes the process we already know is sublimely
gentle and powerful and finesses SO awesomely - book on the course. Reb Veale
Agreed - what a fabulous expansion of being!!! Thank you all for sharing your special vibes. Joy Griffiths
mBraining workshops are among the best available. The quality of instruction is always high, the depth of
the material is always challenging and the wisdom shared by the participants is awesome’ing. I always find
these growing experiences. The material is cutting edge and offers amazing tools. I would recommend
these workshops to anyone. Carl Gillet

To find out more please call +31 76 8876607
or visit www.mbraining.nl/aanbod-trainingen

mBIT Master Coach Certification
Your Trainers

Ready for creating an experience for your clients that allows wiser, deeper authentic living at the
highest level of their being… leading the legacy of Grant Soosalu with Wilbert Molenaar
Discover your keys to take your mBIT Coaching to new levels.

Wilbert Molenaar - mBIT Master Trainer
His light-heartedness combined with his pragmatic and spellbinding approach have
reached more than 12.000 people over the last 20 years from all over the world through
training and coaching in NLP, Leadership Programmes and Coaching Programmes. He is a
Master Trainer of NLP, a Professional Certified Coach, an mBIT Certified MasterTrainer and
Master Coach and is currently researching into emotionally intelligent leadership traits.
He has a Masters Degree in Applied Coaching. Wilbert is very passionate about human
potential and possibilities, and is fuelled by the conviction that every person has a right
and an obligation to use their full potential; he values integrity, flexibility and authenticity and demonstrates commitment in all his endeavors. Wilbert is a highly sought after coach, trainer, mentor and facilitator. Wilbert has been an expert lecturer at the University of Derby Corporate UK for 5 years
where he taught the face to face units in the MA of Applied Coaching in The Netherlands, UK and Australia .
Wilbert is a fellow member trainer of the International Association of NLP (IANLP).

To find out more please call +31 76 8876607
or visit www.mbraining.nl/aanbod-trainingen

